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Do your eyes always look red or bloodshot?
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Are you tired of people asking if you smoke or have pink eye?

Does having healthy looking white eyes sound like a dream come true?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, you should try Bausch and Lomb’s Lumify redness

reliever eye drops! These new drops are one of a kind and have the capability of making your red eye

problems a thing of the past!

In this review, you’ll learn exactly what you need to know about Lumify eye drops, including how much

they cost and how they stack up to the competition.

RELATED: Best Allergy Eye Drops (Including OTC and Rx Options)

Sounds enticing…but what  is Lumify? 

In a nutshell, Lumify is an over the counter redness relief eye drop that contains the active ingredient

brimonidine tartrate in a very low dose (i.e. 0.025%).

The drop was FDA approved for over the counter distribution in the US and has been an absolute

game-changer in the redness relief market. Also, just like other red eye drops, you do not need a

doctor’s prescription to try Lumify!

Historically, prescription eye drops with a larger dose of brimonidine tartrate have been used to help

decrease the (intraocular) eye pressure in patients with glaucoma. One of the favorable side e�ects

discovered during the use of these prescription glaucoma drops was superior redness relief.
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Fast forward to now and, at a signi�cantly lower brimonidine tartrate dose, Lumify was born! In fact, in

2020, BASES named Lumify to its 2020 U.S. BASES Top 25 Breakthrough Innovations List in the

“Superstar” category for its success in driving sales and category growth. 

Purchase Lumify on Amazon!

Source: Lumifydrops.com

What makes Lumify different than other red eye drops?

First o�, traditional redness relief eye drops contain active ingredients that are non-selective (i.e they

target arteries and veins of the eye). The frequent use of non-selective redness relief eye drops can

cause you to develop a tolerance to the medication over time. As a result, traditional redness relief

eye drops lose their e�ectiveness with continued use and often lead to rebound redness.

On the other hand, Lumify selectively reduces the size of veins in your eye. This selectivity allows more

oxygen to other areas of your eye, allowing them to appear a lot brighter and whiter (yippie!). Also,

Lumify was designed to signi�cantly reduce your likelihood of rebound redness. 

Wait, what is rebound redness?
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Rebound redness is when the redness you started with returns after repeated use of a redness relief

eye drop. In fact, the redness you encounter is often worse than before you started using the drops.

Unfortunately, this happens a lot with traditional, non-selective redness relief eye drops.

If you’ve been down the eye care aisle at the store lately, you know there is no shortage of red eye

drops available. With so many options, it’s hard to know which drop to choose! Here is how the most

popular ones stack up against Lumify.

RELATED: Best Arti�cial Tears For Dry Eyes (2020)

Source: Visine.com

Lumify vs Visine

Visine redness relief eye drops come in Visine Original, Visine Advanced, and Visine Maximum

Strength. All three drops have the same dose of Tetrahydrozoline HCI 0.05%, which provides non-

selective redness relief.

Source: Rohtoeyedrops.com

Lumify vs Rohto
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Rohto redness relief eye drops come in Rohto Ice, Rohto Cool, and Rhoto Cool Max. Their multi-

symptom eye drop, Rhoto Ice, contains the redness reliever Tetrahydrozoline HCl 0.05%. On the other

hand, the redness reliever in Rhoto Cool and Rhoto Cool Max is Naphazoline Hydrochloride (at 0.012%

and 0.03% respectively). Again, all 3 of these active ingredients provide non-selective redness relief.

Source: Cleareyes.com

Lumify vs Clear Eyes

Last but not least is Clear Eyes redness relief eye drops. You may remember them from the Clear Eyes

Guy commercials starring Ben Stein.

During my research, I discovered there are 8 di�erent Clear Eyes products that contain redness relief

as an active ingredient. These drops are broken down into multi-symptom, itchy eyes, and redness

categories, all of which are highlighted below.

Multi-symptom

Clear Eyes Pure Relief Multi-Symptom (Phenylephrine Hydrochloride 0.10%)

Clear Eyes Complete 7 Symptom Relief (Naphazoline HCl 0.025%)

Clear Eyes Triple Action (Tetrahydrozoline Hydrochloride 0.05%)

Itchy eyes

Clear Eyes Cooling Comfort Itchy Eye Relief (Naphazoline HCl 0.012%)

Redness
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